ABSTRACT. Let X be a dendroid and S an abelian semigroup of continuous monotone self-mappings of X. A point x e X is fixed under S if g(x) = x for all g e S, Let f: X -X be continuous and commute with each element of S. It is shown that / and S have a common fixed point.
(6) /•/ = identity on X. It we assume that q < giq), we apply g to both sides of the inequality q < fiq) to obtain giq) < gfiq) < fgiq), i.e. giq) e M. By (9), the maximality of q is contradicted. Thus (ID giqXlFrom (10), we conclude that g~Hq) n [e, fip)] 4 0, hence g*iq) £ [e, fip)], where g is the mapping of (5)-(7).
We assert that the inequality g iq) < q cannot hold: for otherwise we would have, using (6), q = gg (q) < giq), which contradicts (11). Then since [e. fip)] is a chain, we have q < g iq) < fip). We now apply g* to both sides of the inequality q < fiq) and use (5) and (7) to obtain g*iq) < g*fiq) < fig iq) ), i.e. g iq) £ M. Once again by (9), the maximality of q is contradicted.
Our only remaining recourse is to admit that / and S must indeed have a common fixed point.
Remark. The theorem of this paper was proved for dendroids for convenience in referencing the literature. It is also true for arboroids, i.e. hereditarily unicoherent continua in which any two points x, y £ X lie in a subcontinuum A(x, y) C X which has x and y as its only noncutpoints. 
